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Objectives

- Present the *What* and *Why* of inclusive assessment
- Show examples (the *How*) of inclusive assessment
What is ‘inclusive’ assessment?

“assessment that is mindful of the student populations the institution serves, using language that is appropriate for all students when developing learning outcomes, acknowledging students’ differences in the planning phases of an assessment effort, developing and/or using assessment tools that are appropriate for different students, and being intentional in using assessment results to improve learning for all students” (Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017, p. 10 on Culturally Responsive Assessment)
What is inclusive assessment?

“assessment that is mindful of the student populations the institution serves, using language that is appropriate for all students when developing learning outcomes, acknowledging students’ differences in the planning phases of an assessment effort, developing and/or using assessment tools that are appropriate for different students, and being intentional in using assessment results to improve learning for all students” (Montenegro & Jankowski, 2017, p. 10 on Culturally Responsive Assessment)
Why do we need ‘more inclusive’ assessments?

- Increased diversity in the classroom
  - Diversity is not only comprised of differences in terms of race but also in terms of sexual orientation, SES, language, religion, and exceptionalities (Tatum, 2011).

“Diversity is useless without inclusivity” (Riordan, 2014).
But HOW???
Some examples of inclusive assessments:

1. Portfolio assessments
2. Assessments that use multiple response formats
3. Project-based assessments
Synthesis Project: A Pilot

- Demonstrates ways of organizing knowledge of concepts and relationships between them (Mantyla & Nousiainen, 2014)
- Capitalizes on technology
- Involves reading, writing, speaking, listening, and visual presenting

The Task: Use a graphic organizer to synthesize your knowledge of the following concepts:

- Balanced Literacy
- Comprehension Factors
- Big 5 of Reading
- Aspects of Fluency
- Phonemic Awareness (and different kinds)
- Phonics
- Vocabulary
- Comprehension (and kinds). Fluency
- Interactive Read Alouds
- Guided Reading
- Shared Reading
- Independent Reading

*Give application examples of at least 2 concepts. Show the relationship between concepts.

**Stepping Further: Post your synthesis project on the DB. Comment on 2 other projects.
Video  https://youtu.be/XQSznyvh5TE
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Observations from the pilot

- Celebrates students’ different ways of understanding and presenting their knowledge
- Levels the playing field
- Encourages creativity
- Allows students to work at their own pace
- Taps into some 21st Century skills
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